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eDiscovery—ECA,
Analytics and TAR

Micro Focus® eDiscovery is an all-in-one solution for processing,
culling, early case assessment, review, and production. Technology-Assisted Review (TAR) ensure counsel can quickly and confidently cull out non-responsive material and focus on what is most
relevant to the project.

eDiscovery at a Glance:

++ Unified, intuitive application for seamless ECA,
analysis, review and production
++ Text, audio, and voice together with structured
data on a single platform
++ Technology-Assisted Review accelerates review
and increases accuracy
++ Virtually unlimited scalability

Micro Focus’s Complete
eDiscovery Solution

To support rigorous litigation cycles, our customers require an eDiscovery solution that not
only reduces cost and risk, but is simple to use,
automates processes, and includes powerful
workflow capabilities. eDiscovery unifies early
case assessment, document review, and production into a single application that leverages
Technology-Assisted Review (TAR), advanced
analytics, and policy-based, automated workflows to simplify the review process. Micro
Focus eDiscovery operates in conjunction with
Micro Focus Digital Safe to provide a suite of
end to end governance solutions.

Key Benefits

■■ Proven successful handling of significant

and complex cases

■■ Massively scalable platform with virtually

unlimited capacity, currently hosting over
50 petabytes of private cloud data across
world-class data centers

■■ Comprehensive and defensible solution

allows you to access hundreds of file
formats (including audio and video) in
hundreds of languages, for comprehensive
search and discovery

■■ Reduce overall eDiscovery costs with

automated workflow and accelerated
document review

■■ Reduce risk by limiting the exchange of

data between disparate systems during

discovery and by maintaining chain of
custody to mitigate risk of data spoliation

eDiscovery Capabilities

eDiscovery software solution delivers a broad
set of unique capabilities to streamline the
eDiscovery process, including:

Early Case Assessment (ECA)
DATA ANALYTICS

eDiscovery provides access to hundreds of
data types and the ability to analyze and understand and act on them. Our patented software
helps provide an understanding of your data
so you can search by ideas and concepts—far
beyond traditional keywords—to quickly and
efficiently cull large volumes of information so
you can put the early in early case assessment.
■■ Full text indexing of all processed content
■■ Automatic data relationship analysis

■■ Understand hundreds of languages and

file types

VISUAL ANALYTICS

Cull and prioritize large volumes of data to make
initial case or investigatory decisions using
practical visualization tools:
■■ 2D concept cluster maps for investigations

and prioritization

■■ Communication Link maps for networking

analysis to uncover hidden custodians

■■ Parametric searches for enhanced filtering

Review and Analytics

INTUITIVE AND CUSTOMIZABLE INTERFACE

At the heart of eDiscovery is an advanced, userfriendly review tool that, although web-based,
feels and functions like a desktop application.
■■ Familiar ‘inbox’ look and feel

■■ Perform basic linear review, complex

non-linear review, or a mixture of both

■■ Built-in, automated, policy-based workflow

for early case assessment and high
productivity document review

TECHNOLOGY-ASSISTED REVIEW

A pioneer in Technology-Assisted Review,
Micro Focus is a market leader in applying predictive technology to expedite the analysis of
large volumes of data which ultimately allows
customers to drive significant savings into document review, which generally accounts for the
majority of total eDiscovery time and cost.
■■ Facilitate review using dynamic, real-time

coding recommendations regarding
relevance to one or more issues in a matter

■■ Dramatically accelerate ECA and increase

accuracy over linear, human-only review
by applying uniform objectivity

■■ Speed and simplify quality assurance by

creating exemplar or training sets

Investigations

As part of a larger information governance
platform, eDiscovery can create additional

value and return on investment when used for
investigatory, event-driven purposes such as
human resources or business conduct issues.
■■ Rapidly cull down data to relevant topics

using text analytics

■■ Utilize visual analytics to uncover unknown

issues

eDiscovery Processing and Production

Micro Focus’ eDiscovery team processes data
for large complex litigation matters. In addition
to using the market leading platform, our customers get proven eDiscovery services to process data.
■■ Process hundreds of file types, including
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instant messages, audio, web interactions,
and imaged documents on the same
platform

■■ No need for performance optimization

techniques such as “jump outs” or partial
document indexing

Summary

In today’s challenging business environment,
Micro Focus’ advanced eDiscovery solutions
are designed to help you handle the most
pressing litigation and investigation challenges.
eDiscovery delivers a true enterprise solution
that gives you the ability to drive eDiscovery
processes from a single, unified solution, reducing the need to move data, constantly reingest and re-index, or perform risky hand-offs
of information between systems.

Figure 2. Link Maps for networking analysis
and Conceptual Information Clusters

Learn More At

https://software.microfocus.com/en-us/
products/ediscovery-software/overview

Figure 1. Review documents in a familiar message inbox-like interface
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